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Market Overview


While investors largely focused on a trade agreement between the United States and China
during the latter part of 2019, we attributed the year’s strong equity performance to overall
financial conditions. A very accommodative U.S. Federal Reserve seems willing to embrace a
period of inflationary pressure before it raises interest rates, which suggests the bar to raise
rates is far higher than it is to lower them. We feel the backdrop for equities remains
constructive over the near term, given the reintroduction of what appears to be a
quantitative easing program, calming of global trade tensions and potential economic
stimulus in China.

Performance Summary


Over the fourth quarter ended December 31, 2019, Class F of the CI Global Equity Momentum
Private Pool (the Fund) returned 5.5%, compared with a 6.4% return for its benchmark, the
MSCI World Index.



The Fund’s overweight exposure to the consumer discretionary and industrials sectors
contributed to its relative underperformance. Our overweight positions in health care and
underweighting in energy added to relative performance.

Contributors to Performance


During the quarter, the Fund’s top-contributing investments included STMicroelectronics NV
and D’Ieteren SA.



STMicroelectronics has emerged as a major beneficiary of the move to electric vehicles and
a large share gainer in the growth semiconductor industry. Investment in leading
technologies including silicon carbide and gallium nitride positioned STM to retake some
share from its main European competitor, Infineon Technologies AG, in both electric vehicles
and advanced driver assistance systems (ADAS). Given its poor execution track record, the
market had been slow to re-rate the stock to peer leverage despite the secular growth
opportunity, structural change in its business, near-term demand drivers in wireless (3D
imaging in Android, wireless charging, RF power for 5G infrastructure) and industrials (new
microprocessors).



D’Ieteren SA is a Belgian holding company with a focus on the auto market. Its crown jewel is
Belron which is an auto glass and body repair business that operates primarily in Western
Europe and North America. The increasing complexity due to ADAS has translated into a
higher average price per job. While D’Ieteren owns 54% of Belron, the business is managed
by private equity firm, Clayton, Dubilier & Rice, which has refocused the business on cash
flow and margins.

Detractors from Performance


Our position in Pressance Corp., as well as not owing Apple Inc., detracted from the Fund’s
relative performance during the quarter.



Our absence from Apple was the largest relative individual detractor. We have a focused
portfolio of 60 companies and Apple is not among our holdings, given that we have enough
exposure to other technology companies, including STMicroelectronics and Advanced Micro
Devices, Inc., which both outperformed Apple during the quarter.



Pressance shares fell on news that its president had been arrested for misappropriating
funds. The stock initially sold off sharply before recovering 15% near the end of December.
As more information emerged, the president resigned, and investors gained some comfort
about the earnings and cash flow projections for the next few years. Prior to this, Pressance
had been making good progress and changing its business mix using artificial intelligence to
help potential buyers/investors to better visualize their opportunity.

Outlook


We will continue to monitor geopolitical issues as they arise. The situation in Iran needs to be
monitored for potential further escalations. A strong response in energy markets could
negatively impact strong consumer sentiment and activity, which has held up well in the
United States due to low interest rates. Of course, the U.S. election in November will have an
impact, particularly if a less market-friendly Democratic candidate unseats Donald Trump.

IMPORTANT DISCLAIMERS
Commissions, trailing commissions, management fees and expenses all may be associated with mutual fund
investments. Please read the prospectus before investing. The indicated rates of return are the historical annual
compounded total returns net of fees and expenses payable by the fund (except for figures of one year or less, which
are simple total returns) including changes in security value and reinvestment of all dividends/distributions and do
not take into account sales, redemption, distribution or optional charges or income taxes payable by any
securityholder that would have reduced returns. Mutual funds are not guaranteed, their values change frequently
and past performance may not be repeated.
The comparison presented is intended to illustrate the mutual fund’s historical performance as compared with the
historical performance of widely quoted market indices or a weighted blend of widely quoted market indices or
another investment fund. There are various important differences that may exist between the mutual fund and the
stated indices or investment fund, that may affect the performance of each. The objectives and strategies of the
mutual fund result in holdings that do not necessarily reflect the constituents of and their weights within the
comparable indices or investment fund. Indices are unmanaged and their returns do not include any sales charges or
fees. It is not possible to invest directly in market indices.
Certain statements in this document are forward-looking. Forward-looking statements (“FLS”) are statements that
are predictive in nature, depend upon or refer to future events or conditions, or that include words such as “may,”
“will,” “should,” “could,” “expect,” “anticipate,” “intend,” “plan,” “believe,” or “estimate,” or other similar
expressions. Statements that look forward in time or include anything other than historical information are subject
to risks and uncertainties, and actual results, actions or events could differ materially from those set forth in the FLS.
FLS are not guarantees of future performance and are by their nature based on numerous assumptions. Although the
FLS contained herein are based upon what CI Investments Inc. and the portfolio manager believe to be reasonable
assumptions, neither CI Investments Inc. nor the portfolio manager can assure that actual results will be consistent
with these FLS. The reader is cautioned to consider the FLS carefully and not to place undue reliance on FLS. Unless
required by applicable law, it is not undertaken, and specifically disclaimed that there is any intention or obligation
to update or revise FLS, whether as a result of new information, future events or otherwise.
This commentary is published by CI Investments Inc. The contents of this piece are intended for informational
purposes only and not to be used or construed as an endorsement or recommendation of any entity or security
discussed. The information should not be construed as investment, tax, legal or accounting advice, and should not be
relied upon in that regard. Individuals should seek the advice of professionals, as appropriate, regarding any

particular investment. Investors should consult their professional advisors prior to implementing any changes to their
investment strategies. These investments may not be suitable to the circumstances of an investor. Some conditions
apply.
The author and/or a member of their immediate family may hold specific holdings/securities discussed in this
document. Any opinion or information provided are solely those of the author and does not constitute investment
advice or an endorsement or recommendation of any entity or security discussed or provided by CI Investments Inc.
Certain statements contained in this communication are based in whole or in part on information provided by third
parties and CI Investments Inc. has taken reasonable steps to ensure their accuracy. Market conditions may change
which may impact the information contained in this document.
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